POSTER CONTEST
SOEST Open House 2011

CREATE ONE OF THESE:

1. **Our Ancestors, Our Ocean**
   Native Pacific Islanders learned how to raise their own food, take care of the land, and protect the ocean. Use art to show how your ancestors learned about their world and took care of it wisely.

2. **Wow! Water!**
   Water is an amazing thing. It floats when frozen! It causes mountains to erode to the sea! It can be slippery, but it can also be sticky! Our bodies are mostly water and Earth is mostly water! But that is not all! Use art to show your idea about why water is amazing.

3. **Connected to Island Earth**
   The ocean serves as a source of water, food, medicine, jobs, transportation, recreation, and energy. The ocean controls climate and weather. Use art to show your idea of the ocean’s role in our life here on an island.

AND WIN THESE:

**Maui Jim Prize Pack**
- Grades K-7: A Maui Jim backpack and Maui Jim towel for you!
- Grades 8-12: You win a pair of Maui Jim sunglasses!
- Teachers of contest winners win a pair of sunglasses too.

**A Pizza Party for your Class**
Win a fun and yummy lunch for your friends in school!

YOUR CONTEST ENTRY MUST BE MADE ENTIRELY BY YOU AND INCLUDE:
1. A drawing, photograph or digitally created image of one of the three contest topics.
2. A description of what your poster represents and how it helps us understand our Island Earth.

ASK YOUR TEACHER HOW TO ENTER!!

DUE TO UH BY SEPTEMBER 30, 2011